Emilia Floor Stand. A helper makes it easier to hold when
mounting the stand. Or set the loom on the edge of a
table, attach one set of legs, then the other and the cross
brace lastly.

Attaches to front of Emila

plastic spacer between the two legs
cross brace attaches
here and is at floor
level and to the rear
of the loom

Attaches at the
heddle bracket with
longer bolts
Shorter leg with 3 holes. Note the
short leg ends up on inside next to
the loom

Longer leg with 2 holes

cross brace with bolt and barrel
nut shown
cross brace assembled to rear leg of ‘X’
frame [note some cross braces have smaller holes

washer

for the nut]

tap in or pull in by
tightening knob

the longer leg of the ‘X’ frame attaches at
the bracket. Remove the shorter bolts and
replace with longer bolts, supplied.

leg

loom frame

heddle bracket

note: longer leg is on the outside of the ‘X’

shorter leg
longer leg

be sure to tap in the head of the carriage bolts so they seat and won’t
turn

Washers typically are placed between the nut (wing nut or knob)
and the wood. The threaded portion of the bolt typically points to
the outside of the loom or stand or
frame

Carriage bolt (rounded head
with small square shank under. Be sure the square part
‘sinks’ into the wood to keep
the bolt from turning. Use a
small hammer is need be to
tap it in

On the cross piece there generally is no washer. The short
(about 1.75 inches) flat headed bolt is used. Line up the slot
in the barrel with the bolt when assembling.

The long bolt is about 3 inches
long and is used to attach the
back legs of the stand to the loom
and heddle bracket. The washer
is on the outside. Use the black
knob to secure the assembly.

